
 
 

 

 

 

Senior Experts Dialogue on science, technology and innovation and  

the African transformation agenda 

 

 

Possible themes for 2017 

 

 

The 2017 Senior Experts Dialogue on science, technology and the African 

transformation agenda is to be hosted by Senegal. 

 

The themes presented below build on previous, ongoing work or draw from current 

policy debates and dialogues relating to Africa’s development challenges.  

 

1. Crowd funding as an additional instrument for financing innovative start-ups in 

Africa 

 

A forthcoming ECA report “Financing Research and Development Expenditures in 

Africa” shows that virtually no African country has met or has consistently met the African 

Union decision to allocate 1 per cent of gross domestic product (GDP) to research and 

development (R&D) to drive innovation. The report also shows that private sector funding of 

R&D in Africa is low relative both to government expenditure in Africa and to private sector 

expenditure on R&D in other regions of the world. It is thus easy to conclude that financing is 

a major constraint and that new and innovative ways to finance R&D and innovation in Africa 

must be explored.  

 

There has been a recent increase in the number of start-ups in Africa. Data suggest a 

very high mortality rate among African start-ups, a possible explanation being that start-ups 

are inherently very risky; most have neither the experience nor the resources needed to weather 

challenges and grow. Innovative start-ups carry the added risks of untested business concepts. 

As such, funding of innovative start-ups that, for example, may bank on one App, biological 

compound, medical or energy device is much riskier for most traditional funding sources (such 

as banks). New and alternative financing mechanisms are starting to emerge that may provide 

support to start-ups and innovative start-ups in particular. These include the emergence of 

business angels, government innovation programmes, public–private funds and crowd funding, 

which is a mechanism whereby projects, ideas and innovations are funded through many small 

donations or investments from a large group of people. The Senior Experts dialogue (SED) 

may explore the emerging sources of funding to help policymakers understand the 

opportunities as well as the challenges that each of these key sources present. Among others, 

discussions may look at the current development trends of funding initiatives in Africa and 

beyond; their prevalence, value and volumes of businesses funded; the key characteristics of 

the funding vehicles; the nature and types of innovation that attract the different funders; the 

legal and regulatory options for the funding vehicles; and the possibilities of developing and 

scaling up the funding mechanisms for start-ups in Africa. 
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2.  Repositioning African higher education to drive the continent’s agenda for 

science, technology and innovation 

 

African countries have made great strides in expanding access to higher education in 

recent times. The number of higher education institutions has risen. Private provision of higher 

education has risen, too, as has the number of institutions of higher education that provide 

science, engineering and technology training. This rapid expansion has not been accompanied 

by a demonstrable increase in the productivity of such institutions in Africa, in terms of 

scientific outputs and innovation. Only one African university appears among the world’s top 

300 universities. Set against Africa’s enormous development challenges, African universities 

appear not to be well-suited to making a contribution towards harnessing of STI in order to 

achieve the desired structural transformation of the continent. The Senior Experts Dialogue 

may explore this problem in great detail to provide innovative policy recommendations. 

 

3. Emerging frontiers: exploring the possibilities of advances in modern 

biotechnology in reducing hunger, improving health outcomes and accelerating 

industrialization in Africa 

 

Humanity has seen a rate of progress in biotechnology that is nearly as rapid as that 

seen in information and communications technology (ICT). Rapid advances in the sector have 

resulted in the development of new drugs, treatments and analytical tools by the pharmaceutical 

sector, new manufacturing and industrial platforms, especially in the food and textile industry 

and new processing technologies in the mining and energy sector, to mention just a few. Very 

few African countries have embraced biotechnology and still fewer are putting in place 

infrastructure and institutions to develop and harness the possibilities that it presents. 

Traditional concerns over safety, and cultural, religious and ethical concerns seem to have 

undermined the continent’s need to invest in this technology and the science driving it. The 

SED could explore the institutional constraints, opportunities and challenges for Africa in the 

area of modern biotechnology.  

 

4. Harnessing science, technology and innovation in Africa to work towards 

achieving the 2030 Agenda and Agenda 2063 

 

Building on ongoing work on the implementation of the Science, Technology and 

Innovation Strategy for Africa 2024 and of the recent United Nations Inter-Agency Technical 

Team on Science, Technology and Innovation for the Sustainable Development Goals, and the 

outcomes of the ninth Joint Annual Meetings of the African Union Specialized Technical 

Committee on Finance, Monetary Affairs, Economic Planning and Integration and the 

Economic Commission for Africa Conference of African Ministers of Finance, Planning and 

Economic Development on the harmonization of the 2030 Agenda and Agenda 2063, the 

Senior Experts Dialogue could explore how, in practical and innovative terms, mechanisms 

that could enable STI to effectively contribute (as one of the means of implementation) to the 

achievement of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development in Africa as well as to the 

desired destination of the continent by 2063, being the Africa We Want”.  

 

5. Africa’s regional integration agenda and science, technology and innovation 

 

Technologies, such as ICT, transport and energy, are drivers of regional integration and 

regional integration can drive innovation and technology development. Regional collaboration 

has become key in the implementation of large-scale science and technology projects, such as 
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the Square Kilometre Array the Pan African University, biosciences initiatives of the New 

Partnership for Africa’s Development, African Center for Disease Control and Prevention, 

among others. The extent to which Africa utilizes its regional bodies and centres of excellence 

to drive innovation and contribute to some of the top challenges, such as industrialization, job 

creation and poverty reduction, will be among issues that could be addressed. Others could 

include measures to foster collaboration, reduce dependence on external sources, integration 

of the diaspora and sharing of resources. 

 

6. Improving access to research infrastructures in Africa as a means of achieving the 

objectives of STISA 2024 and the 2030 Agenda 

 

Research infrastructures, defined by the European Union as “facilities, resources and 

services used by the scientific community to conduct research and foster innovation”, are 

scarce in Africa. Many African countries do not have state-of-the-art research infrastructure to 

undertake leading edge research. The little that they have are always poorly resourced and 

poorly serviced such that they largely fail in their purpose. In countries that have some research 

infrastructure, turf battles and inadequate resources compel their owners to restrict or deny 

access to non-staff scientists. There is also a huge gap among African countries in terms of the 

ownership of research infrastructures. Countries such as South Africa that have keyed fully 

into global research efforts have some state-of-the art research infrastructures. Others do not. 

There are no modalities for collaboration in the use of research infrastructures among African 

countries to provide access to scientists from countries that have a deficit. As a consequence, 

aggregate research productivity in Africa is generally lower than it otherwise would have been 

and many challenges remain unaddressed. This has an adverse impact on the pace of innovation 

on the continent. The Senior Expert Dialogue will examine the role of research infrastructures 

and whether or not a national research infrastructure road map, as recently adopted in South 

Africa, could be an answer to the problem. 


